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April 29, 2016 – Photo showing image of Robbert taken at 15:40 (3:40pm) by Stan Pluijmen at his home in Spain.

On Friday, April 29, 2016 @ 6:45pm E. Coast U.S. time (April 30th 12:45am Dutch time) I messaged Robbert v/d Broeke via FB. I’d been working on some photos he’d taken on April 21 for which the file data was again very strange, and needed to ask him some questions.
Robbert wrote back immediately saying that several hours earlier, prior to getting ready for a lecture that night, he’d had an “emotional” experience—which, once he explained, was to my mind an unparalleled understatement. He’d been asleep and thought he’d had a “dream” in which he’d gotten out of bed and fallen and then suddenly felt very strange, as if the floor was falling…as if he were “in a long tunnel, a bit like a train, but it wasn’t a train.”

He then found himself standing on a floor that wasn’t his, outside a kitchen that wasn’t his…and noticed that the air was very warm and that he could smell food cooking. Then suddenly he saw, clearly, both his friend Stan and Stan’s partner, Alan, in their new home in Spain--where Robbert has never been.

When Robbert looked up he saw Stan and his partner Alan sitting on the sofa in their house—and both Stan and Alan saw Robbert VISUALLY. When I asked Robbert if he had TRIED to do this (quite a few other people have seen him “materialize” on multiple other occasions we know about, but...
those events had been totally spontaneous)—Robbert replied “no,” that again it had “just happened.” Stan is a dear friend and has been going through a difficult time and it seems likely that Robbert’s appearance occurred to comfort his friend. What is unique about this event is that Stan was able to actually photograph Robbert before he “de-materialized.”

Stan Pluijmen’s photo of Robbert van den Broeke appearing **visually** in Spain, where Robbert has never been.

Two views of the area where Robbert appeared taken at my request, so people could see the area as it normally is.
That evening when Robbert arrived to give his lecture one of the staff came into the room where Robbert was waiting and told him that not only had both Stan and Alan seen him visually, Stan really had gotten a photo...and that this had all happened, for Stan & Alan, at around 1:00 pm in the afternoon (the same time Robbert felt he was having the dream—the photo’s file data in this case is altered, as often occurs during these bizarre events).

As is now regularly observed when trying to accurately document these incredible events, “time” does not seem to be as we normally think of it--Robbert himself experienced the “materialization” in Spain shortly after 5pm and felt the event lasted only seconds...but he did see Stan with his camera, and thought this was strange, and funny.
Both Stan and Alan say that the first thing they noticed was a very strong presence of a “consciousness of pure love.” Then they saw Robbert’s whole body appear, surrounded by a “goldish-white, misty” light…in total silence. Robbert’s eyes were closed at first but Alan then saw them open (which Robbert also says). Stan reports that he was so absorbed by his experience of the tremendous scale of this consciousness (which for him was “bigger” than his awareness of Robbert) that at first he was not totally aware of the room, in fact not totally sure he wasn’t dreaming…and isn’t sure whether Robbert opened his eyes or not.

As Stan realized he wasn’t dreaming and that something truly special was happening he had the instinct to try to take a photo—immediately after
which Robbert just “disappeared.” And because the incident had the same quality of timelessness Stan has experienced during other events (“there is no time in this consciousness”) he’s not sure how long Robbert was there—but Alan thinks it was at least a minute, maybe several.

Stan suddenly had an “instinct” to try to take a photo, since Robbert was still clearly visible to both him & Alan.

Stan asked me to tell readers that this energy, this pure love consciousness (which “uses Robbert as a bridge”), is there for everybody and wants to reach everyone…even the most heinous amongst us. (Section of video with Stan & Alan’s description starts at the 22:50 time-stamp).

More Witnesses

Robbert first told me almost 10 years ago that some of his clients (people who came to him for private “readings”) had said they were seeing him in their homes, where he had in fact never been. In those early years he’d chalked up these occasional reports to “romanticism” on the part of these clients. But these reports increased and became so numerous he began to take note of them.

The video (link at end of report) in which Stan and Alan discuss this “bi-location” of Robbert in Spain begins with various eyewitnesses describing UFOs they saw over a 2016 Dutch crop circle, followed by Robbert telling his experience of the bi-location in Spain and then Stan and Alan’s segment. Then, beginning at the 30:52 mark, three more witnesses who have seen Robbert appear in similar circumstances, describe those experiences. One woman describes 3 separate instances in which she not only saw Robbert—she also talked with him.
One of Robbert’s private clients who has not only seen him physically appear 3 times, she’s actually “chatted” with him.

The final witness in this video is the unfortunate and notorious Joran van der Sloot, the Dutch man accused of the murder of an American girl vacationing on the island of Aruba several years ago and now confined to a prison in Peru, convicted of murdering a Peruvian woman. Van der Sloot’s testimony was recorded on a cell phone in prison and he also describes a white light and experiencing the feeling of love when Robbert appeared.

I loved Peter Holten’s recounting of his several incredible encounters with Robbert, including one in which Robbert suddenly appeared sitting next to him in the front seat of his car as he drove to a custody hearing in court, during which time he & Robbert also had a conversation. Robbert then appeared again inside the building in the front of the court-room (apparently visible only to Peter), holding his finger up to his lips to signal Peter to not say anything about seeing him there.
Peter Holten telling how Robbert suddenly appeared in the front seat of his car, as he was driving to court.

Shortly afterward, inside the court house, Robbert appeared again, gesturing to Peter not to say anything to the other people present.

Robbert is particularly drawn to help people who, like Mr. Holten, suffer acute anxiety or a lack of self-confidence in situations that matter greatly to them but which they feel are beyond their control, much like Robbert’s own difficulties in similar circumstances I suspect. Because of his personal experience of how debilitating these feelings can be he is particularly effective in helping others in the same boat and, although it is just a guess, I suspect he is much more likely to “bi-locate” when he is needed by people in this sort of emotional state.
Peter, like the other witnesses to these astounding events, was unable to find the right words to describe the experience.

**** Here’s the link to the video ****
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K_ejUHOOnZug

Rainbow from Stan’s house in Spain.